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The Cenci: A Tragedy in Five Acts.

Introductory Note. The Cenci was Shelley's first attempt at writing drama, a form of composition for which he had conceived. The Cenci was performed privately five years later by the Shelley Society in London in 1886. Modeled on the plays of Shakespeare, the Cenci is a tragedy in five acts by Percy Bysshe Shelley, published in London in 1819 and first staged privately by the Shelley Society in 1886. The Cenci: A Tragedy in Five Acts (1819) is a verse drama in five acts by Percy Bysshe Shelley, published in London in 1819 and first staged privately by the Shelley Society in 1886.
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Since its publication in 1820 the Cenci has been regarded as a lesser work, dating from the end of Shelley's maturity. The Cenci is Shelley's second attempt at writing drama, a form of composition for which he had conceived. The Cenci was performed privately five years later by the Shelley Society in London in 1886. Modeled on the plays of Shakespeare, the Cenci is a tragedy in five acts by Percy Bysshe Shelley, published in London in 1819 and first staged privately by the Shelley Society in 1886.
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In their disparate dramatizations of the legend of the sixteenth-century Cenci family, Romantic poet Percy Bysshe Shelley and avant-garde playwright Antonin Artaud have both given voice to the tale. Shelley's verse tragedy, The Cenci, was first performed in London in 1819 and has been staged privately by the Shelley Society in 1886. Modeled on the plays of Shakespeare, The Cenci is a tragedy in five acts by Percy Bysshe Shelley, published in London in 1819 and first staged privately by the Shelley Society in 1886.

The Cenci was Shelley's first attempt at writing drama, a form of composition for which he had conceived. The Cenci was performed privately five years later by the Shelley Society in London in 1886. Modeled on the plays of Shakespeare, the Cenci is a tragedy in five acts by Percy Bysshe Shelley, published in London in 1819 and first staged privately by the Shelley Society in 1886.
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